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A resonant Raman study of the anti-Stokes and Stokes spectra for individual isolated single-wall carbon

nanotubes is presented. The observed asymmetry between the anti-Stokes and Stokes spectra is analyzed within

the framework of resonant Raman scattering theory, thereby providing a method for accurately determining the

transition energy between van Hove singularities E ii in the electronic density of states and unambiguously

assigning the (n ,m) nanotube indices. Furthermore, resonant Raman theory allows us to determine whether the

resonance is with the incident or scattered photon, and to estimate the relative magnitudes of the matrix

elements for the G-band and the radial breathing mode Raman processes.
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Carbon nanotubes have received much attention, not only
for their high application potential as nanodevices, but also
because they represent a unique one-dimensional ~1D! sys-
tem where fundamental concepts can be evaluated to achieve
new physical insights.1,2 The low dimensionality of this sys-
tem leads to quantum confinement-induced van Hove singu-
larities in the electronic density of states ~DOS!, which are
responsible for strong resonant Raman effects.2

Resonant Raman scattering ~RRS! has been established as
a powerful technique to investigate single-wall carbon nano-
tubes ~SWNTs!, providing valuable information about the
electronic DOS,2,3 and to distinguish between metallic and
semiconducting nanotubes, just by analyzing the line shape
of the tangential G-band profile ~around 1600 cm21).4–6 Fur-
thermore, the anti-Stokes spectra of individual isolated
SWNTs can be compared with their corresponding Stokes
spectra, and the experimental results exhibit unique features
when compared with other systems. Brown et al.7 reported a
systematic study of the anti-Stokes ~AS! and Stokes ~S! spec-
tra for SWNT bundles with emphasis on the G-band, where
the laser excitation energy E laser was especially chosen to
show large asymmetries between the anti-Stokes and Stokes
spectra. The most dramatic asymmetries were observed when
metallic nanotubes in the bundle were resonant in the anti-
Stokes spectrum and semiconducting tubes were resonant in
the Stokes spectrum ~or vice versa! at the same incident pho-
ton energy E laser . Large asymmetries between the anti-
Stokes and Stokes spectra for SWNTs were also reported for
the radial breathing mode ~RBM!, and these asymmetries
were attributed8 to the coexistence of resonant and nonreso-
nant Raman scattering processes for SWNTs with different
diameters d t . Both of these investigations point to the im-
portance of the scattered photon in the RRS process for
SWNTs.

All of the above-mentioned studies were performed on

SWNT bundles providing average results over many nano-

tubes with different chiralities. Developments in synthesis

techniques for SWNTs now make it possible to produce iso-

lated SWNTs,9 and to observe resonant Raman spectra from

one isolated SWNT,10 thus improving our understanding of

the physical basis for RRS effects in 1D systems. With a

single laser line E laser , it is possible to assign the (n ,m)

structure of each isolated SWNT in resonance with E laser by

measuring the RBM frequency (v RBM).10 Such an assign-

ment is limited by the spectrometer resolution in the case of

two different SWNTs with diameters very close to each

other, since v RBM5a/d t .10 Also, by continuously varying

E laser , the resonant window and the joint density of states

~JDOS! profile of one isolated SWNT can be determined.11

We here present a systematic study of the anti-Stokes and
Stokes spectra of isolated SWNTs, building on previous

work,9–11 and using a sample with a low density of nano-
tubes per laser spot. By using these experimental results
based on a single laser line and resonant Raman theory, we
can accurately determine the transition energies E ii between
van Hove singularities in the valence and conduction bands,
leading to a more reliable determination of (n ,m) than can
be obtained just from vRBM in the Stokes spectrum, if there
is more than one nanotube with almost the same d t value.10

We use resonant Raman theory to determine whether the
resonance for a SWNT is with the incident or scattered pho-
ton, and to estimate the ratio between the Raman matrix
elements for the RBM and G-band features.

Isolated SWNTs were prepared by a chemical vapor
deposition ~CVD! method on an oxidized Si substrate con-
taining Fe nanoparticle catalysts. The sample was character-
ized by atomic force microscopy ~AFM!, and a low SWNT
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density (362 isolated SWNTs per mm2) was found. The

probability of finding two tubes resonant with the same E laser

in one laser spot on this very low density sample is about
~1/100!. From 40 SWNTs observed by AFM, the diameter
distribution of the sample was fit by a Gaussian distribution
with d t51.8060.62 nm and an accuracy better than
60.2 nm. Raman spectra were taken with a Kaiser Optical
Systems, Inc. Hololab 5000R; Modular research micro-
Raman spectrograph ~spot size of 1 mm diameter!. The 785
nm (E laser51.579 eV) excitation from a Ti:sapphire laser
was used. The laser power impinging on the sample surface
was about 25 mW. To account for the SWNT temperature T

in the data analysis, the measured anti-Stokes intensity was
multiplied by @n(E)11#/n(E), and the resulting normalized
anti-Stokes spectra IAS are plotted, where n(E)
51/@exp(E/kBT)21# is the Bose-Einstein thermal factor, E is
the energy, and kBT the thermal energy. A temperature T

5300 K was found for both the 303 cm21 ~see Figs. 1–3!
and 521 cm21 features in the Si substrate spectrum ~not
shown!. Furthermore, no significant heating of the SWNTs
was observed. The temperature coefficient of the frequency
of the G-band and the RBM mode in SWNTs is ;20.038
and 20.013 cm21/K, respectively.12 Neither the RBM nor
the G-band exhibit a frequency shift by changes of the laser
power from 1 mW to 35 mW. The G-band, which has a
well-known frequency value (;1592 cm21) and a larger
temperature coefficient, does not appear to be downshifted in
our single nanotube measurements. The fact that the isolated

nanotubes do not exhibit significant heating is another indi-
cation of the unusually high thermal conductivity of carbon
nanotubes and the good thermal contact to the substrate.13

Figures 1~a!–1~c! show both Stokes and anti-Stokes spec-
tra for the RBM and the G-band for one isolated SWNT.
Here the normalized anti-Stokes intensity at vRBM

5253 cm21 is much larger than the Stokes intensity. This
asymmetry in intensity between the anti-Stokes and Stokes

FIG. 1. ~a!, ~b!, and ~c! resonant anti-Stokes and Stokes Raman

spectra of a ~12,1! SWNT ~as identified in this work! on a Si/SiO2

substrate, using E laser51.579 eV ~758 nm! ~vertical dashed line!.

The peak at 303 cm21 comes from the Si substrate. The RBM

frequencies are displayed in cm21. ~d! Predicted joint density of

states ~heavy line! and resonant windows for RBM in the anti-

Stokes ~solid line! and Stokes ~dotted line! process for the SWNT in

spectra ~a!–~c!. ~e! Resonant windows for the G-band in the anti-

Stokes ~solid line! and Stokes ~dotted line! process for the SWNT in

spectra ~a!–~c! in the region where the resonance is with the inci-

dent photon.

FIG. 2. ~a!, ~b!, ~c!, ~d!, and ~e! are the same as in Fig. 1, except

that the data here are for the ~11,3! SWNT.

FIG. 3. ~a!, ~b!, ~c!, ~d!, and ~e! are the same as in Figs. 1 and 2,

except that the data here are for a ~14,8! metallic SWNT. The van

Hove singularity at 1.642 eV in ~d! is too far from E laser and too far

from E laser6EG to contribute significantly to the spectra shown,

where EG is the G-band phonon energy. The tail in ~e! for IAS is due

to resonance with the scattered photon (E ii
M

2EG51.382 eV) which

comes from the van Hove singularity at 1.642 eV and EG

50.197 eV.
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RBM spectra can be quantitatively analyzed by using reso-
nant Raman theory, and the resonant window I(E l) for both
the anti-Stokes and Stokes spectra from one isolated tube is
calculated using the equation11

I~E l!5E U Mg~E !

~E l2E2iGr!~E l6Eph2E2iGr!
U2

dE , ~1!

where E l represents all possible laser energies, Eph is the
phonon energy, 1~–! applies to anti-Stokes ~Stokes! scatter-
ing, Gr is associated with the lifetime of electronic states in
the resonant process, M is the matrix element which accounts
for radiation and photon-phonon coupling ~absorption and
emission! and the coupling between electrons and phonons,
and g(E) is the joint density of electronic states ~JDOS! as
described in Ref. 11. Since I(E l) is large only near reso-
nance, we assume that M is independent of E and depends
only on the phonon feature. By taking the parameters GJ

50.5 meV (GJ is a measure of finite size effects on the
width of the JDOS singularities11 for the E ii electronic tran-
sition!, and Gr58.0 meV, determined experimentally for a
specific isolated SWNT,11 we plot the resonant window
I(E l) for a given E ii and Eph . Figure 1~d! shows both the
anti-Stokes ~solid line! and Stokes ~dotted line! RBM reso-
nant windows for vRBM5253 cm21 (Eph50.031 eV) and
E ii51.587 eV. The E ii value is chosen to satisfy the ob-
served integrated intensity ratio IAS /IS56.96 for E l5E laser

51.579 eV @vertical dashed line in Fig. 1~d!#. Thus, using
resonant Raman scattering theory,11 and the IAS /IS ratio, the
E ii value can be determined with a precision better than 10
meV. The JDOS profile ~heavy line! is also plotted in Fig.
1~d!.

The opposite situation, where IAS /IS,1, is now analyzed.
Figures 2~a!–2~c! show both Stokes and anti-Stokes spectra
for the RBM and G-band for another isolated SWNT. We
observe in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! that IS.IAS at vRBM

5252 cm21. Applying a similar analysis as described for
Fig. 1, we determine E ii51.554 eV for the SWNT depicted
in Figs. 2~a!–2~c!. Therefore, the asymmetries observed in
IAS and IS for the spectra in Figs. 1~a!–1~b!, and 2~a!–2~b!
can be understood by observing the resonant windows for
these tubes. For the spectra in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!, the IAS

intensity comes from both incident (E laser) and scattered

(E laser1Eph) photon contributions, while the IS intensity
comes only from resonance with the incident photon. In con-
trast, for the spectra in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!, the IAS intensity
comes from resonance with the incident photon and IS has
resonant contributions from both incident and scattered

(E laser2Eph) photons. We emphasize that IAS /IS for a given
SWNT is almost independent of experimental factors that
affect the absolute intensities IAS and IS , such as the focus
condition and the nanotube length.

In contrast to the striking asymmetries between the anti-
Stokes and Stokes RBM spectra discussed above is the situ-
ation where the van Hove singularity E ii is very close to
E laser , so that IAS'IS , and the resonance is with the incident

photon. We show in Fig. 3 both the anti-Stokes and Stokes
RBM ~a and b! and G-band ~c and inset! spectra for a third
isolated SWNT taken at E laser51.579 eV. Here the observed

IS and IAS at vRBM5161 cm21 are almost equal, with

IAS /IS51.13, implying that the resonance occurs very close

to the electronic transition E ii'E laser . The strong intensity

of the RBM features observed in Figs. 1–3 can be explained

by the double resonance Raman process.17 The denominator

in Eq. 1 has two resonant terms @E l5E ii ~incident photon!

and E l5E ii6Eph ~scattered photon!# that nearly go to zero

quasi simultaneously because ERBM is small ~0.019–0.032

eV!.
According to a recent resonant Raman study of one iso-

lated nanotube,10 the RBM frequency (vRBM) and nanotube

diameter (d t) are related by vRBM5a/d t , (a
5248 cm21 nm), making possible the (n ,m) identification
of this SWNT considering only the observed vRBM and
IRBM . Based on this method,10 the SWNT whose spectra are
in Fig. 3 is identified as the metallic ~14,8! SWNT.10 The

trigonal warping effect splits the van Hove singularities E11
M

for metallic nanotubes15,16 and for the ~14,8! SWNT, the val-

ues for E11
M are 1.577 and 1.642 eV, as we can see in the

JDOS ~heavy line! profile, plotted in Fig. 3~d!. It is predicted
for the metallic ~14,8! tube, that IAS /IS51.20, which is in
excellent agreement with the experimental measurement of
IAS /IS51.13, thereby confirming the ~14,8! assignment.

However, in the case of the small diameter SWNTs in
Figs. 1 and 2 with vRBM5252 and 253 cm21, the (n ,m)
assignment cannot be done unambiguously, based only on
the vRBM values. This difference in frequency is smaller than
the standard spectrometer accuracy (;2 cm21) and both of
these signals could be assigned as coming from the same
(n ,m) SWNT if we consider only the Stokes spectra. How-
ever, by considering the IAS /IS ratio at E laser , we can clearly
assign the proper (n ,m) indices to these tubes as follows.
The experimental determinations of E ii as 1.587 and 1.554
eV, respectively, for tubes with vRBM5253 and 252 cm21

are very close to those found by direct calculation for ~12,1!
and ~11,3! nanotubes,1,14 which are E ii51.585 and 1.564 eV,
respectively ~here we used g052.89 eV, in good agreement
with previous work.3,10,11!. It is predicted theoretically that
IAS /IS.1 and ,1 at E laser for the ~12,1! and ~11,3! tubes,
respectively, thereby clearly identifying vRBM5253 cm21

with the ~12,1! tube and vRBM5252 cm21 with the ~11,3!
tube. By considering IAS /IS at E laser , we are thus able to
eliminate ambiguities in the (n ,m) assignments as discussed
above. This result points out the importance of the IAS /IS

intensity ratio to give a high degree of certainty for the
(n ,m) assignments of two or more isolated SWNTs with
similar d t values. Such a situation occurs frequently for
RBM’s observed by the resonance of E laser with E ii for larger
diameter SWNTs.

Finally, we use resonant Raman theory to estimate
the ratio between the matrix elements associated with
the G-band (M G) and the RBM (M RBM) for the
nanotubes in Figs. 1–3. By comparing the predicted
IGuM RBMu2/IRBMuM Gu2 and the observed integrated intensity
ratio IG /IRBM for E l5E laser51.579 eV, we made an estima-
tion of M G /M RBM for the three SWNTs discussed in this
work, and we found M G /M RBM55.0, 10.0, and 2.5 for the
~12,1!, ~11,3!, and ~14,8! tubes, respectively. Since the two
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semiconducting tubes ~12,1! and ~11,3! have almost the same
diameter, these results for the M G /M RBM values may indi-
cate a possible chirality dependence of M G /M RBM , since
~12,1! and ~11,3! have chiral angle u54° and 11°, respec-
tively. For the metallic ~14,8! SWNT, the M G /M RBM value
is smaller than for the semiconducting tubes, indicating that
the magnitude of the electron-phonon coupling for metallic
and semiconducting SWNTs may be different. This is rea-
sonable because of the screening of charge by the conduction
electrons in metallic nanotubes, which affects the RBM and
G-band vibrations in different ways. The analysis performed
here suggests a new scenario in resonant Raman scattering
where the evaluation of the intensity for all Raman spectral
features is possible, and by varying E laser , more detailed in-
formation about the resonant process can be obtained as a
function of nanotube diameter and chirality.

The analysis of the G-band anti-Stokes spectra also gives
valuable information. The anti-Stokes spectra can be ob-
served only if the first excited phonon state is populated.
Since its intensity compared with the Stokes spectra is pro-
portional to exp@2Eph /kT#, the anti-Stokes G-band intensity
at 300 K is expected to be very small, unless the incident

(E laser) or scattered (E laser10.19751.776 eV) photon is
very close to an electronic transition E ii between van Hove
singularities, where the Raman signal is strongly enhanced.
The experimental observation of the anti-Stokes G-band for
the ~14,8! isolated SWNT @see inset in Fig. 3~c!# indicates
that this tube is in strong resonance with the incident photon
@see Fig. 3~e!#, consistent with our interpretation of the RBM
spectra, and that the G-band and the RBM features come
from the same tube. The corresponding G-band IAS for the
~12,1! and ~11,3! nanotubes, where the RBM is not exactly
resonant with the incident photon, is too low to be seen in the

anti-Stokes G-band spectra. Theory predicts that E laser inter-

sects the G-band resonant window only in the wings @see

Figs. 1~e! and 2~e!#, where IAS ~solid lines! is expected to be

low and the signal is below the noise level, in agreement

with its absence experimentally even after normalization by

exp@2Eph /kT# @see insets to Figs. 1~c! and 2~c!#.
In summary, a resonant Raman scattering study of anti-

Stokes and Stokes spectra of isolated single-wall nanotubes
is reported here. The IAS /IS intensity ratio for the RBM is
shown to depend sensitively on E ii2E laser . Therefore, we
can use the RBM IAS /IS ratio at E laser to determine E ii ac-
curately and whether the resonance is with the incident or
scattered photon, and to resolve ambiguities in the (n ,m)
assignment between two or more likely candidates with simi-
lar d t values. We also show how resonant Raman theory
could be used to estimate the ratio between the G-band and
the RBM matrix elements (M G /M RBM), which is important
for discussing the electron-phonon coupling in semiconduct-
ing and metallic SWNTs. The analysis performed in this
work demonstrates a significant advance in understanding
the resonant Raman process in SWNTs, definitively estab-
lishing resonant Raman spectroscopy as a powerful tech-
nique to characterize one single carbon nanotube.
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